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h position that she rerneined partial I
there at the ebonite of ,Isis daughter
ly above the water and on an even
Mrs. A. C. Einstein, whet;. he -has
keel.
been siege:,last Thanksgiving day
"Every wave now washed clear
with a paralytic stroke.
over her and many tpeople who hastily rushed on deck went to their REVi J. L. STUART COMES DESIRE REDUCTION OF \LICar Off Track.
THE
HOUSE PASSES THE
HERE TO JOIN HIS
death, without time to murmur a
CENSE FROM $ip, AS
STREET
IMPROVEMENT
WIFE.
prayer.
Yesterday at noon car
FIXED.
o.'56
CHARTER AMENDMENT
"The order was given to get
juniped the track at Eleventh aud
the beet
Two of them on the
Trimble streets, and run over into
weather side were lattuched and were They Have Resided for Thirty Years The Committee Will Let Question the gutter, from Whence it was gotten
OVeeee ONE HUNDRED
eertto- et----the!! Routed in Passage
f —deed' !tee tee; ettte as eton
old -heed' e- tee -:,t t •
Li Ceeret Conducting Mistionary
Go Before the Full Boards
•
hour
an
teepee,
so.
or
Mr.
eaeep From
Work.
LIVES LIKELY LOST. they &truck the water. Then'came
. to Decide.
the attempt o get out the lee boats.
liver engineer, was standing ton
Prowling Dogs.
"Purser O'Farrell took charge.
ihe rear platform; andehad wrenched
Four wumiers and a -number of men. Tide week
badly an arm which he broke only a
•
there
Harrowing Tales Told by Me* Who
sails from China
Last evening at the City Hall few winners
quicklyafilled the boat. Just as they Rev. J.
ago
by
falling
from
a
Frankfort, Ky.,' Tan. 25.—In • the
L. Stuart, of Hong Chow, genes-al assembly
chamber a meeting hay wagon on his farm near Wood- house today
Are Found at Ska, on a
were Lowered the second the davits who -comes here
belt eighty-eight, introto join. his wife -and
ville where he was formerly postmas- duced by
broke and the stern of the boat fell spend a year
Ship's Raft.
in this country sojourn- was held by the joint license cone
M. MeLean from Covingter. His fresh injory is hurting him ton, was passed. This 'bill
to the water while the bow hung in ing at different
permits the
places. He will be mittee for purpose of -he-ariag Lawyer
considerable.
the air.
general council of cities of the sechere in this city to spend several Ed H. Puryear, who represents the
"Everyone was precipitate%) into mouths with
ond class to ordet, ,by a two-thirds
his
Dr. David T. loan companies of this city, and who
FACTS ARE SLOW
Lay Inbedded -For Years.
the sea and *wept'away in an instant. Stuart, of Third son,
rote,
the improvement of streets, etc.,
Kentucky
and
aveGATHERED
. For a setond or two I caught a
TO BE
•
legislative
nue, veites whom his mother has been wants the municipal
Word from Woodville yesterday and does away with the petition of
glimpse of an agonized face) thene an for 'several
mouths this winter, she hoards to reduce the license of $250 was that several days ago the wife of property owners as at present.
other and yet another, as they were having come
In the senate Senators Campbell
over from China late these concerns will have to pay this Dr. C. A. Elliott felt a pain in her
Victoria, B. C., Jan. 25.—The wasitrect by roe. It was awful. The
and Dehaven had a tilt on the bill
_arm
and
in the fall.
examining
on
physician
the
year to do business. Nothing was
eteamer Valencia, broke pp at 5 waves soon began to break up the
found the point of a sharp needle to tax dine and to protect the sheep
Rev. Stuart and wife-have been in
o'clock yesterday afternoon. The ship. They swe,pt the deck loose teat
done
by the committee, which will protruding.
distant
He tried to extract it raising industry. Campbell- lopposee
land,
for
over
thirty
vessel eke had gone to her rescue, and every *well lifted it. We clung years as foreign
submit
proposition
the
to
full
the
tweezers,
with
but broke the, needle. the tall and said sheep never had
missionaries
for the
although they could plainly see the ,to the rigging and deck house. Then
He then opened the flesh and got plate in history or classic literature.
bet
Pretheterian
them
boards
and
what
do
they
church.
They
have
frantic signals of persons dinging to au attempt was made tot a line been
out the balance. lefa-s. Elliott now Diehaven in reply recited the touchprogressive and ardent leaders think best in the matter.
the rigging of the wrecked ship, ashore. , A fireman named Cigales in
remembers that while crawling when ing poem- that every one learned to
the glorious work, and this is their
Lase year the loan companies paidij
could render no assistance because of egreed to swim ashore. He wart in first
a small child she got a needle into lisp at the mother's knee, "Mary Had
visit back to America for a num a license
of $50 per year to do busi- -her arm and
the rough sea.
the water fully half an hour but was her of
it was never taken out. a Little Lamb," and Campbell colyears..
neer, here, but the first of this month
unable tA make the beadle The ship
aseed by a
This
is
the
tithe it has bothered lapsed. The bill was
first
Another
son
or
theirs is Rev. the license was raised $250 for this
Seattle, Wash., Jan. 25.—A spec- struck in a bad spot. She was direct
her. She and the doctor lived here vote of 21 1* 15.
Mr.
_Stuart,
secretary
of
the
board
character otecompanie,s, the operaial representative of the Preis wires ly at the foot of a precipitous bluff cf foreign
The committee on municipalities
mission's for the Presby- tors of which are proteseing upon for years until, tgoe.
/_
from Port Angeks at 3:3o a. m. that 'that came-sheer to the -water'e edge. terian
tonight voted to report -favorably the
churclhes
of
country,
this
with
the ground that the increase was to
the rescue eltip City of Topeka pick- One man was swept ashore and euc
enabling act permiting Louisville to
TRIPLETS BORN.
headquarters at Nashville.
an exorbitant figure and they should
ed,esp a life raft at t o'clock yester ceeded in landing on a small rock.
issue' four million bonds for new
It will take Rev. Stuart, Sr., about not be taxed se high.
'day six mites off Cape Beak with We tot a line to him and he tried six
ewers. •
weeks
to
arrive
in this city, he
The services of Attorney Puryear Mr. and Mrs. Evan Frogge Have
eighteen survivors of the Valencia to climb the cliff,' but fell and he was
coming
across the Pacific and -were retained by tete loett men, and
ea board.
killed before our eyes.
Two New Girls and, One
'BELOW ZERO.
through San Francisco while en a meeting of the 'license derninaittee,
Touching Incidents.
route here.
• Pitiable Condition.
New
Boy.
held last evening, at which time the
"One of the most pitiable incidents
Yesterday Was in Quite Contrast'
Mrs. Stuart arrived here in Sep subject was thoroughly discussed for
• The coAdition of the survivors wis was that of a little boy about five ttember,
and
after
spending
a
month
an
hour or so. Finally the corn-- • Mr. Evan Frog,ge, thi well known
With Just One Year Previous,
pitiable.
dere half frozen and years .old. , His father and mother or
two with her son, Dr. David Initteemen adjourned -without tneking boiler maker of the Jackson
foundry
practicalt7 unconscious from the ex- and two little sisters put off in one
Stuart, proceeded on to Virginia' and any decision themselves, but they will, at First and Kentucky avenue. yesterposure.
,
of the boats. The boat wee cap- other points
Te weathed of yesterday was quite'.
where she visited many lay the nsatter before the entire day received word that he had beA ten.thle 'tea was running. One sized and all were drowned. The lit- weeks,
in contrast as competed to that which
before
returning
here,
where
boards
and
let them make whatever come the father of triplets, born to prevailed'
niertute' t1t raft was poised on top tle fellow waded around the deck cry
just one year ar on that
she remains to join, her husband.
disposition they desired of same.
his wife who is now at the home date, as
of a wave and the .next it 'would be ing for hist parents. The last I sate
January esth, 1905 the therof her father, Mr. J. R. Lucas, of irrometor registeredlost from view in the gully formed of him he was clinging to the rigjust one degree
Benton. Mr. Frogge resides at below, According
by the mountain breakers.
ging. There were many similar
to the record Lie-pt
Tenth
and Jones street here, while during that long cold spell of then
The eighteen men together, on cases.
hie wife 'has been at the 'been of, her by Colonel
their frail 'import, battled bravely
"A tame officer from the Concord,
John W. Hall, the well
parents for several weeks.
The known real estate dealer. Yesterday
with a pair of oars to reach the City accompanied by lie two sheers, was
children aret two girls and one boy.
of Topeka, which, owing to the dan- also in the riggraig. By Wediseeday
it was very pleasant, and in fact
GATHERS
AT
Mr. and M. Frog-ge have another, warm eitough for persons
LOUISVILLE INJURED WHILE SKATING IN
gerous coast, could not _run any morning the :hip was rapidly going
to shed
NEXT
WEEK FOR FOUR
cihikl, a tittle boy four years of age. their overcoets
THE RINK YESTER
closer to them. Within a half mile to pieces. The ship wase by this
during the middle of
DAYS
SESSION.
DAY.
from the raft a boat was lowered time sunk to aboto the level Of the
the day. The prediction for today
DIVIDEND IS 200 PER CENT. is height and clear weather, with
from the Topeka in charge of Second hurricane deck.,
Mate Burke, who, with much diffi"r;the morning another sad calam
_
La Crosse, Wiis., Jan. 25.—The higher temperature.
culty, succeeded in making fast a ity occurred. About fifteen or twen- Methodist Church at Wickliffe Will .Leg of Johnnie Little Was Removed \rarer:eta Creamery
semak
iat
ion
of
Be Re-Built Soon As Possible
,
At Infirmary in Cairo—Car
tine to the ratty persons, among them one .or two
Welliele COMM" boo compisaal a
GIRL- SLEE'PS TWELVE DATE '
—Societies Meet.
The speotators on the Topeka women, had taken refuge is, tibe fore
Jumped Track Yesterday.
1 markable year's businesst and declarwatched the struggle of the gallant top matt. They appeared to be in
ed a dividend of nearly 200 per cent. Case of Wealthy farter's Daughter
seamen breathlessly. One minute the safest place, as it was removed
The company made 438,737 Pounds of
Rev. William Bowmen of the
they were high in the air and the
Purim Specialists.
Miss Sarah Wilson of 1108 Monroe butter.
Groner; Evangelical church of South street was the victim of a painful
next lost to sight. At last they suc
(Continued on Page Four.)
Fifth street, is preparing to leave secidesie yesterday afternoon at the
ceeded in bringing the ralt to the
Los Angel-es, Cal., Jan.
next week for Louisville to attend the skating riek upon the third floor over
side of the steamer. The sight of the
Medical specialists are greatly ax
fourth Pastors' Sunday School In- thh Betutswiele bowling alley on
poor creatures on the raft brought
zled over the long sheep of Fie cnce
haute, that will be held them for Broadway near Fifth street. Her
tears to the eyes'of the sailors on
Parker, of Deer Lodge-, Mont. Miss
few days, commencing January 300, tight Inn was broke in two different
the vessel. In the stern of the raft
Parker, the daughter of Colonele.L.
under auspices ot the Kentucky Sun- places.
sat an old man. His snow-white hair
C. Parker, a wealthy farmer, has
WOULD RATHER WITHDRAW day-school
R. PAT HA-LLORAN LEAVES been asleep for twelve days. Phyand pallid features We're creased and
association that will conThe young lady was stetting around
THAN TIE UP POLITICAL
TONIGHT FOR SIX WEEKS
duct the gathering in the First. Pres- the rink when she fell and fractured
torn by the spray, but the instinct
sicians have made every effort—to
FUTIRE TO NOROICtO.
JOURNEY.
byterian church at Fourth and York the arm, once near the wrist and the
of life was strong in him, and he
arouse her, but all their efforts have
streets. The session promises to be oilier time near the elbow. She went
held on bravely to this piece. Three
been in vain.
a rich feast for Sunday-school work- to the office of Dr. Jeff Rbbertscdr
otb vs were lying in a senseless heap
Miss Parker was brought here yes
in she rear, washed by every men Difficult to Arrange an Agreement ers, and all pastors who can possibly one -block away and bad dressed the The Big leatterjohn Works Will Be terday for tteatment. Up to tonight
That Interested Powers Can
do 90 are preparing to attend.
and retained •olely by the bodies of
the physicians had not succeeded in
injury that is quite painful.
Thoroughly Overhauled and Put
Indorse.
The instructors for this year are
the other men, who were closely
in Better Condition.
diagnosing the trouble.
Marion Lawrence of Toledo, Ohio;
packed.
Suddenly Delirious.
Bishop John H. Vincent of IndinaTime and time again great seas
Sixteen Miners Entombed?
Last evening Mr. Samuel Givens
Algeciras, Jaw. 25.—The coefiden- polis, Ind.; Hon. P. H. Bristow of
ewept over ithem, sending a shudder
,Poteau, I. T., Jan. 25. News' hue
Pat
Mr.
'Halloran,
general
manager
was
found
lying
at Fourth and Madithrough the onlookers, who feared tial exchanges now going on among Washington, D. C.; Dr. J. Mt Frost
been received here of an explosion
son streets in Q very deliriou9 con- of the big works of the Katterjohn
to see them swept away. The work 'the representatives of the powers in of Nashville, Tenn.; Me. N. B.
in mine No. 6 at Witteville, a mining
Construction
company,
up
Ceder
at
dition.
He
is
the
well known tool
village three mites from here, and it
of eetcuing them was dangerous. the Moroccan conference disclose Broughton of Raleigh, North Caro
handle man, arid has been sick for iluff, is in the city and expects to
is said that sixteen miners are enThe men were too exhausts to even the extreme difficulty in, arranging lta
some day.. Week en route home leave toeight at 3:45 b'clock
tie a rope about • themselves.
an agreement that both France and
through Old Mexico and 'fortip 'the tombed.
last evening about dank 'he was sudCandy Pulling.
The raft put out from the wreck Germany would accept .
denly overcome with deteriu-m at that Central American Republics of that
yesterday morning on sighting the
The German delegates put forward
This evening the candy pulling of intersection and fell to the ground vicinity, where he will be gone for six
steamer Queen and attempted te• the attractive prineiple of disinter- the Tenth
street Christian church where found by parties who took him weeks or two month,.
reach her, but before they could get estedness and equal privilege* for all with be given at
During the absence of Mkt Hallorthe house, number -in a nearby residence where Dr.
. within sighting distance the vessel countries. The French delegates,s, mentioned heretofore,
and everybody Robertson was simintoned and gave an the plant at Cedar Bluff will be
put ethout and headed to the strait. on ;the other halite maintain that is cordially invited and
•
.
'have a good Sim medical attention. He was then thoroughly overhauled, 'something
Wh& the Topeka ho* in sight the trance cannot be disinterested.
timed
taken to hie berme where he is much that has not been done to it for a SOUTHERN VETERAN, STATES'raft was once more manned and
MAN AND AUTHOR HOPEperiod of four years. lier. Katterbetter.
Tehy affirm that,.having followed
again put forth.
LESSLY, ILL
john will be there to loola after things
an active policy in Morocco for 'eig'ht
Re-Build Church.
After picking up ,the raft the
during.
the
absence of the generai
tears and having obtained nitrite-ems
Leg Taken Off.
/Word front Wickliffe. Ky.. is that
steamer went in search of another advantages, France
Next week Johnnie Little expects manager, while during that period
should not now steps
raft which the rescued men said had be
will be baleen immediately to re- to'leave the infirmary at
asked to take the same position
Cairo. and Mr. Katterjohn is away the two fore- Was Alive Late Last Night, but the
construct the Methodist church whicth then come
left the ship earlier in the day. The
Physicians Regarded Condition
to his 'home. in this city men will supervise operations.
as al/ the rest of the world.
was destroyee there several days as soon as
vessel ran fully twenty miles the
as Hopeless
passible. On his return
While
the
plant
reedoseei
deed',
,
the
France
enunciate!,
virtually
a
in
ago, at a lose of about $4.000. The here
-miler side, looking fer the rat,- but
he
short
is
one
large
leg
when
than
foree
of
workmen
will be enmodified form the prinoipk of the congregation is a good-sized one
no sign of it was to be seen.
Mbnroe doctrine in Northwest Afri and pending re-'construction of the here before, the result of the accident gaged shoveling the many feet of dirt
New York, Jan. 25.—At a late
Ca. She has acquired and holds. a destroyed edifice, will hold services which overcome him last month from off top of the ledtte of stone
Another Account.
standing' hack on the helebehind the hour to
. irig'ht Gen. Joeeph Veheeter
position towafd^ Morocollet, accord temporarily in 90111e other building. there, at the Egyptian city.
The lad itethe son of Mr. William
am deep quarries. This standing under- was reported as still alive but in i
The following i* the story of G. ing to her view, makes
ual politi'It is believed the fire- started from
of the Saw ntibl department for neath sa,me.
hopeless condition. His death was
Weets. one of the passengers and cal induence with other powers im- eparks, getting out the flue in-side the
the
I.
C. shops here, and resides on
It will take several weeks, to over- expected at any moment, all the con- '
one of the men resticed from the Pseseible. On tele question of econo furniture store wareronnt near
the Harrison near Teeth street. The boy haul the plant
and get the dirt off ditione being against him.
raft: "The strip struck at hard; oh ntic equality she says "ye" but on church.
and his coven, Ydrung Mir. Danaher top p4 the edditional rock to be
Gen. Wheeler has limn very ill
en the lemming of Tuesday, January 23. that of political equality she anof here, were at Cairo en route to quarried, and- Mr. Halloran takes act-' with pneumonia at the 'home of his
I was oh deck at theeettge, smoking swers "no."
Church Societies.
*ter homes 'here. They boarded' a tetatte of this time, to go for a sheer, Mrs. Sterling Smith, 173
a cigar, and • weer loilli8re at my
Germany int/lets on politicai equalThe Missionary society of the First hewing partisenger train at the Cairo Southern sojourn and
get a rest, Columbia Heights, Brooklyn, whence
watch viten the first crash came. In ity with even mere tenacity than she Presbyterian
chuirch will meet at 3 'unction, just outride of town where whet several years of strenuous life he came on a visit recently.
an extant all was excitement. There. doe, on the question of economic
At first
o'clock this afternoon Wi1111, Mrs. the "dummy" train transfers eih pas- at the Marrioth plant.
his condition was, not regarded as
were shrieka of men and women, the equality.
J lies A. Rudd of Kentucky avenue genets to-the regular train. Young
While en route down here rester- serious, but it only remained hopewails of' children. and the hoarse otThe real struggle, however, is between Sideie hid Seventh streets.. Little got his foot underneath the ay from the quarries that are sixty ful for a day or two. He has steadelillege -tiers of the officers of the ship. The
The Ladies' Mite society% of the Wheel aqd it wae nearly groirnd off mites above tthe city on the Louis- ily grown
worse and last night it
vetted reeled like a drunken, wien, over the poetical futIvre of Mlorecco. First Bagtiet church
meets lit 3 before he'rould get it out, he finally vitle diritirm, 'Mr. Halloran sew on was agreed that -he was in
France
would
rath,ur
withdraw from
a danger'slid over the reef ante struck again.
o'clock this afternoon with Mrs. having to fall back and release his a passing freight tram the
big new ous condition. Since there 'he has
t"Ilhe com.minel to backt Iher off the coniertege than tic up the polh- James P. Thompson
of Fourth -and hold on the .hanellet, before release crusher thet was ordered from Chi- grown worse sett
about all hope towas givah and she went astern at hal destiny of Morocco by interna- Washington streets.
was effected. Four 'days afterwards cago and was, on its way up to the day was abandiottedefor 'his recovery.
tional
control."'
full speed, but it wee too late: The
the doctors at the infirmary took off plant It will be unloaded right away Since night what change has
(worrliter was theurite in like a millrace
While this, is not an authorative
-The canning industry
the United the injured kg just above the knee, and installed 90 as 130 inCteaSC the ied has been for the worse.,
The
h a sound that drowned all else. efficiek utterance, it unmistakably States 'hat grown to great
propor- and he has -been recovering steadily capacity . of the plant.
veteren hero of two wars, the statesThe wind siviino the vessel's stern represents the feeling of this French tions. III 1005 there were
$.55e,516 ever since.man and author ere morning may be
tc the beach and her head to the delegation. France refuses to be ex- cages of tomatoes
and teot8.665 case;
,
Prof. George Howison of the de- no more. •
waves. This deee
taiteatie litres, as cluded from what she. holds to be of -corn put op, these figures designatMr. Bloom Better.
partment of philosophy of the UniAll Gen. Wheelet's family ha,
ribe wtas then, ineept hack to the the hgitimete ',expansion of. 'her/ in ing the number
of cited with tw
Word, leen Si. Louie is that eflajor versity of California has declared bit been called to IA bedside
shore and struck on
and is no
again in Such fleence in North Africa..
doze')sans to the case.
Moses _Bloom, continites to improve belief in immortality of Ukelele
with him.
--er)
.
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Ship Valencia Breaks Up
According to Report.
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JUDGES SALARY TEACHER LEAVES BUGGY COMPANY

VIEWPOINTS.
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Special Sale
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BEING. INTRODUCED MISS CLARA ANDERSON WILL. ifitCORPORATING
ARTICLES
The Incident—A huge touring ear—
IN THE STATE LEGABANDON TEACHING ON
FILED YESTERDAY WITH
bright red and earryitg a staring-eyed
ISLATURE,
ACCOUNT OF HEALTH.
CLERK.
chauffeur and a pretty girl—dashed
down the long, straight avenue.
A young woman of a certain pale
One Provides for $5,000 Now, and The Children All Come Back This Several Deeds Lodged for Record, loveliness that could never pass unnoticed left the ildealk and started to
the Other for $2,000 Raise For •
Afternoon at 3 O'clock After
Marriage Licenses Issued and
THE GREATEST BARGAINS IN WALL PAPER THAT HA,
cross the roadway. Straight forward,
Certain Districts.
Their Cards..
Commissions Filed.
with a glance neither to the right nos EVER BEEN OFFERED TO THE PUBLIC. YOU CAN
PAM.;
the left, she hurried until, with a faint
A
ROOM,
SIDE
WALL,
cry, she dropped to the ground just as
CEILING AND BORDER TO MATCHt
There are being introduced at
Miss Clara Anderson, of the pub
In the county clerk's office there the whizzing wheels lashed the dust
FOR
THE
SrALL SUM OF ONLY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN PLO.
Frankfort in the state begialature, bills IX schools, will leave this evening has been filed articles of incorpora- Into a cloud about her.
A policeman gave three sharp notee RAL DESIGNS
that have a bearing upon the salary for St. Louis to remain the balance tion by the Paducah Buggy company
THAT OTHERS ARIL SELLING AT 6 cnrrs
of !this winter and next summer on that is organized for the purpose of on his whistle. A bystander, his eyes
of Judge W. Me Reed of the circuit
account of her health, whith has been dons* a retail buggy business. The wide with horror, dashed across the ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU AT ONLY i%c PER SINGLE
ROLL,.
court for this judicial district, and if very bad for quite a while, she having incorporator
s are H. D. Ferguson, street and leaned over the prostrate
either of the measures' offered re- some few weeks since been cone Charles H. Richardson and J. form. The young woman stirred, OR s CENTS PER DOUBLE ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFUL.
ceived acheption, they will ultimately tined at the hospital on account of Frank Cheek, who capitalise at VA% opened her eyes and rose to her feet. DESIGNS.
ALSO NICE HANDSOME DESIGNS AT sc, zoc, 15c, aria.
"Thank you; I'm quite uninjured,"
her ailments. •She has practically the 'stock being divided into live
affect the local judge.
she
said
and turned away.
One legislator in the house, has in- tendered"her resignation as teadher shares at Sloes each. Messrs. FerAND UP TO Ms.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL KINDS, ALL PRICES)
troduced a bill providing that the of the B first grade at the Washing- guson and Richardson take two
The Bystander—By George, I saw a TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW PA NELL EFFECT, INORAINS
salaries of all circuit judges, outsicba ton building on West Broadway, and shares and the other one share.
crazy thing this afternoon, Tom_ A
of Inisistville, be raised from the $3,000 Superintendent Lids is now procurmighty pretty young woman tried to DESIGNS IN CORNICE
AND—EVERY COISSIEVaiLE COLwhich now prevails. to $5,000 per ing someone., to take her. place. The
Property Sold.
cross Fairmont avenue when there
year. Mr. Louis P. Head, this city's Superintendent thinks he can procure
Property in the Vaughan addition was a big red devil of an automobile OR AND LOVELY AFFRINGED BORDERS TO MATCH. ALL
representative in the legielature, has local talent to properly fill the posithe city has been sold bo Ella coming down the road. By Jove, it was
to
presented a supplementary bill pro- tion, but if he cannot he will teleCOLORS IN BURLAPS.. ALSO HANDSOME WOOD EFFECTS IN
Pick
by Gip Husbands for $250. an outrage, Tom, an outrage! The
viding that $2,000 be addled to the graph for a certain party away from
The heed was lodged for record thing bore down upon her like a re- JAPANESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. THE VERY
salary of the judges for those circuits here.
LATEST DElentless fiend. There seemed no eswith the clerk yesterday.
population
containing a city of 30,000
Miss Anderson has been conrk-ctHenry 'Beyer& sold to C. C. Grass cape, positively no escape. It's• mar- SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPERS. WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINN
and not in continuous session.
ed with the schools here only since
ham
for $4,000, property near Arca- vel that every bone in her body wasn't
bills
Adoption of either one of the
the first of last September, but has
crushed into jelly. And she dame out OF BEADINGS, ROOM MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES, WINdia.
has a direct bearing on Judge Reed, proven herself quite aan able instrucof
it unscathed--absolutely unscathed! DOW SHADES,
%like
Isetnan sold to Lizzie RuCANVAS, TACKS.AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
because if the $5,000 measure is tor Whose services are lost with
Imagine my amazement, when I hurdolleh
property
for
near
$750,
Sixth
passed he gets that sum right away, deep regret ,by the superintendent
ried to pick up what I supposed would PAPERS. "ZALL AND SEE OUR NICE LINE OF SAMPLES
AND
while if Mr. Head's bill passes suc- and others./ The substitute who is and Elizabeth streets.
be a lifeless corpse, to have that same
C.
C.
Thompson
bought
from
cessfully, Judge Reed gets, the $2,000 to take her place will do so next
BE
CONVINCE
D
THAT
WE WILL TREAT YOU RIGHT AND
corpse get to its feet and walk off!
raise whenever Paducah reaches the Monday, and if no local person can Edgar B. Lyle for $250, property ly- And I? I stood like a ninny looking
ing
road.
out
Cairo
the
on
OMR
YOU
THE BEST VALUES FOR THE MONEY.
30,000 Mark. At present he gets be procured by that time some of
Property in the Vaughan addition after it.
$3,000 like the balance of the circuit the students ef the high school will
was bought for $t and other conjudges.
instruct t'he room until the outsider
The Policeman—The car was numsiderations by Ella L. Crayton from
bered 8,714, sir. It was at the Juno
gets here.
James W. Bottoms.
don of Piedmont street and Fairmont
avenue when I spotted it, and it was
, Come for Cards.
Licenses Issued.
running way beyond the speed limit. I
,This afternoon at 3 o'clock the
Marriage licenses werc ,Issued by gave the signal, and Dolan held them
children of the schools will all come the clerk, to • the foHowing: James up inblock below.
tc their respective (rooms for the pur Surrett, aged 22, and Leora Fowler,
MESSRS. BROWN AND THOMP
pose of receiving the cards which aged 22, of the city; Tom Aspley,
Pretty Girl—Why, mamma, it was
SON LEAVE TOMORROW
show them Whether ithey remain aged 38, of Franklin, Ky.. and Lena horrid—perfectly horrid! Only think
EVENING.
where they now are or are promoted Follin. aged 30. of Russellville.
of it—arrested—me! And poor Wilor sent back to the mat lower grade.
kins—he wasn't going fast at all. Just
Notary Public.
as if I should allow my .chauffeur to
Gathering Sunday at St. Louis Will
'Lou Palmer and W .H. Farley do that!
Morgan Matter.
Decide Personnel of K. I. T.
filed
with the clerk commissions they • It would have been all
night,
Yesterday morning in the police
League far Year.
mamma, and nothing would ever hare
court was the time to take up 'the received from 'the governor entitling
come of it if it Ladn't been for a tutuEd alorgan warrant charging him them to officiate as a notary public.
pid little dowdy woman who tried t.0
with disturbing the school during the
cross the road right in front cf us.
Tomorrow evening at 7 o'clock
BITES
OFF
DOCTOR'S
NO.
fight he had last week with Prof. J.
Mr. Charles Brown and - Mr. Gus
South Bend. Ind., Jan. 25.—Be- Silly! I could have shaken her! GI
S. Ragsdale. The warrant was not
Thompson leave for St. Louis to
cause
Dr. F. C. Hubbard testified course some one sae us then, aa.i ue
taken out tthough, but probabilities
be present at the meeting called for
against
him in his divorce case Ho were stopped by that horrid iolice•
are it will be dismissed, as the lawthe coming Sunday at the Jefferson
sea
Butler
made a vicious attack on man.
yers express themselves as believing
Was she hurt? How should I know?
hotel, at Which time there will be
him at F.att Claire, Mich., near here,
this disturbance charge is embraced
went by so quick I couldn't. see;
We
present the representatives from evand bit off the physician's nobe. But
in the breach of the peace for which
- try city intending to join the K. I.
ler is under arrest.and has been tak- and after that man stopped
the blacksmith has already been
humph! I was so indignant! As for
T. league for the coming summea
en to St. Joseph, Mich., for safe
heavily hnteci.
Wilkins, he was so queer I was half
The -meeting was called by Mr.
keeping.
afraid of him. Actually, I don't know
Brown, who is president of the orbut the thing turned his mind.
ganization, but will refuse to serve
Incendiarism is believed to hi rein that capacity for the ensuing seasponsible for a fire at Glasgow. Ky..
The Chauffeur (to himself)—How
son as it takes up entirely too
in which property worth $56,000 was slow we go; we seem to crawl. I'll let
much of his time from Iris private
destroyed.
her out—out—out! There—now it's PADUCAH REAL ESTATC
WESTERN KENTUCKY !ARIAL EASS
business. The others want him to
something like! Ale the wire—the
MONTHLY PAYMEN't LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
hold the position which he so ably OUTFIT WILL BE SOLD TO
wind!—it thinks to conquer tie. It
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE UST
and satisfactorily filled last year,
SATISFY JUDGMENT OF
beats my face and stings my eyes into
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
but he cannot afford to sacrifice his
FOUNDRY PEOPLE
tears. Conquer , me—me? Why, a
individual interests.
twist of my hand so—and so—tted so—
W.DGI ta la W. WIIITTEMOILL. 1Pra.clasuc`i die
Great interest is, being taken in
Sit
ah, now we're moving! Ah,
Abram L Weil & C. Buy Out
the meeting Sunday, as the result of Appellate Court Reverses Murray
Wind, and you fight the harder, els!
Ashbrook's Business.
the. deliberations will probably deI'll show you! There, take that, will NINIE1111811110111111E111111,
Circuit Court in Suit of Harris
you?—and that—and that! I'll beat
cide whether Ow organization will
Vs. Rowlett
To the Public: I desire to inform you yet, you puny thing! I.00k at
Condensed Statement of
be six or eight clubs. East St.
the public, my friends and patrons, the houses; look at the trees; see them
Louis, Jacksonville, Ill., Danville
that I have disposed of my insurance fly at my approach!
Ill., Cairo, II., Paducah. Ky., and
This morning at the county court business and good will to the well
thing
What's that—that black
The other calif., will send representatives, all of whom go prepared ti house Sheriff John Ogilvie will sell known and responsible firm of Abram straight in my path? A woman?
tht effects of the Paducah Toilet L. Weil & Co., and ask for them a Does a thing of skirts and feeble
put up their $2oo forfeit money, to
Paducah, Kentucky,
Supply company to satisfy a, judg continuance of your patronage. In strength like that think to stop my
guarantee their good faith in joinclose
at
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Many of the other towns Who
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chinery and oeher material the foun- past 31 years, it is but fitting that I swerve! Ah, ha, she's down—down
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were in the body when 'it went to
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won—
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and
feet;
I
Stocks and Bonds
pieces last 'year, desire to get back dry furnished them. The court has should publicly ackillowledge my in- beneath my
2,83054
••
won!
ordered
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sheriff
to
sell
the
debtedness
supand appreciation of the
Furniture add Fixtures
in thie season* but the lntentions
2,000 00
ate to have only good towns and not ply company's' machines, ironers, roll many favors and courtesies extended
Cash and Exchange
55,178 8.1
The Young Woman twrites)—To you
ers and other livings so as to 'get me, and I take this means of expresslet there exist any "dead weights"
my little book. I will tell th, truth.
to prove drawbacks to the orgarviza- money enough to pay the jatlkson ing my thanks and gratitude, wall a
$237.306 20
meant to do that thing to•day. I
I
Foundry
and
wish
Machine
for
company,
continued prosperity and
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meant to have those wheels crash out
got
the
happiness
judgment.
for
all.
practically the whole league in the
Capital Stock
•.
my miserable life. I thought It fitting
50,000 oo
part, it being the hest. ball town in
R. EDWARD ASHBROOK.
Undivided Profits
and proper that her pleasure carriage
3,56311
the circuit, always coming forward
Undivided Land.
Deposits
should destroy the existence her beau183,643.09
with about twice ae much- as any
We desire to inform all of having ty had already made of no valtre. I
Lawyer Joseph Grogan yesterday
of the other places.
received from the court of appeals brought the business of MT. Ashbrook pictured him when he should see my
11237,206.20
at Frankfort word 'that he had won and hope for a contiruance of the poor, dead body c-letioti into nothingA DIVIDEND OF 2% PER CENT WAS DECLARED OUT
'.TWO-STORY FLATS FOR
accorded
him, ness by the woman who had stolen
the suit there of Will Harris & Corn liberal patronage
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but, as the picture
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WEALTHY NEW YORKERS. pany against J. L. Rowlett, all of 'guaranteeing all satisfaction and ap- his love from me;
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grew in my vision I suddenly law the
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LIC NSE NOTICE
Harris & .Company stied Rowlett IMPORTAN
and 'twee then tLat the wheels wee)
for
$1,075
906.
and
Rowlett
confessed
to
New York, Jan. 24. —The most
almost upon me! How I dropped to
THE PRESENT LICENSE ORDI the ground and slipped from the track
wenderful apartment house in the judgment for $672. The court order
world is to be built here by William ed sold a e'er:airy piece of undivided NANCE IMPOSES A PENALTY en the monster, I do not know myself
Wajdorf Astor, the expatriate. That property. An appeal was taken to OF TEN PER CENT. TO BE —but I did it; and the ugly rubber
it will nost $5,000,000 is a mere de- the higher court and it reverses! the ADDED TO ALL LICENSES NOT tires only ground my skirt into the
tail, for Mr. Astor has not- restrict- lower tribunal by saying the entire PAID WITHIN THIRTY DAYS dust.
And new I can walk and talk and
ed hie architects and builders as to property could not he sold when. FROM JAN 1ST, A906
the price. He will get full returns only partially owned by the defendTHE TREASURER IS REQUIR- laugh; and oh, little book, how good
from the tenants, n:a matter what it eat.
ED TO COLLECT THIS PENAL- Just living seems!—Town Topics.
TY ON ALL LICENSE
costs. for apartments in it ell be
NOT
No Go.
Be Arrested Today.
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eighth
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and Seventy-ninth Hattie Park claiming he ie the CLES AND DOSS, WHO ARE
The editor read it through.
streets. Further, the mere possession father of her illegitimate. child.
LIABLE FOR LICENSE TAX
"Yea," he said. "It shows entirely
Anof *a sufficient bundle of
Noodle to gle was trying to compromise the ARE NOTIFIED TO COME TO too much reserve power. You shoind
THE
pay the rent will not he sufficient
TREASURER'S
OFFICE have daahed It clear off the train."—
to matter but failed, and will now be
evettre apartments in it. No
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Looking Ahead.
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THE
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Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 24.—Four LAW.
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impost
of s, tribute tax
of one million caroli. The emperor
TELEPHONE 548,
given ores 14 of elte ringleaders to
death te Ere at the hands of Jacques
-WANTS A L W TO MAKE IT RAILROADS AND LUMBER IN- ABOUT ENOUGH fdOiNEY IS
Barra. But still-his vows of vimLEGAL '1)0'
KILL
TERESTS SUFFER GREAT
LEFT TO IMPROVE THAT
Illy ARTHUR H. VANDENBF1tG
..MkTINTLE- AN DNIGHT.
geance
were unsatiated. There "ie..
(Author
et
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A
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n
Made
to
DAMAGE.
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MANY STRETS,
Order," etc )
mained the Tongue of Roland and the
bellenan from'whose Mind had swelled
(Copyright, loos, by Joseph' B. Bowles.)
the calls to war.
Legislature of State Seriously Con- Mountain Flood Makes People Flee Probabilities Are Second to WashI sat before the hearth in my darkJacques, Barra beat again upon the
Gordon & Bennett Present
sidering Act to Put Permanent
for Their Lives to the Top
ington and Then to First Will
ened study. I was musing upon a door. De Lannoy stood within with
Sufferers to Death.
of Hilit.
strange addition which the afternoon back met hard against the great °a- The World's Greatest
Be Improved.
Biblical Play
had brought to my curios. It had come panels. Them he shot back the chaina'.
front Spain—whence the source or rolled the door, and bowed low across
the threshold before the gorgeous her-.
_Columbus, O., Jan. 24.—The house
Weston, W. Va., Jan.
City Engineer Washington yester- donor I knew not.
111
My curio was an iron tongue, eaten aid. Upon the bell-ringer's right arm
-of representatives has voted to re- 'heavy wind and -rainstorm, resemb- day said that he thought the $25,000
eceive the 'bill offered by Representa- ling a water spout, passed over the that would be left over in the street with the rust of exposure, corroded was sewed a telltale band of white.
tie Henry T., Hunt, of Cincinnati, southeastern -portion of this state bond money after the improve- with the age of centuries. Here and It was the badge of the rebellion.
Barra looked down upon De Lannoy,
, providing for the legal putting to yesterday, flooding Cherry, Holly and ments •now under way are complet- there were seams and cords that stood
-death of those who through sickness Elk rivers, and carrying away ed would be sufficient to pay the eitt like swollen veins in the forearm and with a sneer upon his scarred and
a laborer. The rust I first mistook bearded countenance, gruffly interpowr injury desire the happy dispatolo bridges, 'houses and many million city's part of above ten more
'Beautiful and- historic scenery.
Probably a stranger debate the old feet of valuable timber. In Rich- blocks of paved -street work. When ter blood. Blood was ant incongruous lated:
with the fantasies which this strange
"I ma the man of Charles. By his
',capitol has never heard. At first the eood water 'rose five feet in the that is-done the bond money
Elaborate costumes.
will be
members were disposed to treat the houses on Oakford avenue, and three gone and *thing snore left with thing sent swirling through my brain. order I am oommanded to take possesThen
there were two indistinct in- sion at this belfry, tear from its roots
icsd:r.g of the measure 1•:Featly, and ftct in the waie'ne
, room of the pas- which to lo this, character of work
iseriptions, almost eaten away by the the Tongue clf Ro'ned"—be r`oneel
now and then a muffied laugh was Geiger depot. The Baltimore & Ohio -until another issue is voted. The
honeycombing of the eleinents. At the short a IliCkaldlal, 1.11(1 Li
"
heard as the details were slowly un- lose is estimated at $15,000.
cost per block of reconstructed tipper end of my
iron cudgel I deciphered tones intended to ein.k into teM heart
folded, but gredually the assembly
The water came up so suddenly streets is about $5,000 for the streets
by aid of the microscope an indistieet of the bellman—"and should I encounsobered down as the gravity of the that men, women and ohildrese had one-half of which is paid by the mu date-1640
Prices: Matinee — Children, ese:
. It was set across a eoist-of- ter resistance, I am to use my own
subject began to dawn.
adults soc.
to wade waist deep out of their nicipality and the remainder by the
arms. The escutcheon I could not discretion. Remember Levien Pyle"
The putative author, Mr. Hunt, homes to the mountain top. The parties owning property abutting make eut; I thought, however, that
"Who was Levien Pyl?" sullenly
I
Night--as, 35, so, se and Si
arose to say that he had introduced lower story of the clothes' pin factory the improvement. This does not Il&W a bishop's miter and
a heads- answered De Lannoy, sparring for
Seats on sale Friday at g a. in.
the bill at the request of a most es- and the Cherry river tannery was include the sidewalks, which are man's ax. On the swollen head was time, although
he well knew the grewtimable lady of Hamilton county, flooded. The Cherry River Lumbar paid in full by the property owners. cut in crude letters: "The Tongue of some story.
and that it had been indorsed by a company's yards were under water.
There is some talk among rthe of- Roland."
"A man after your own black heart
number of medical men eminent in The loss to the yards and else tog- ficials of having South Second
With my strange cudgel of rusty —it dog of a traitor with a white badge
their profession.
ging road cannot be estimated. At street paved from Second and Ken- black came a scrap of parchment, evi- upon his arm"—he pointed with
his
TELEPHONE 548.
"When a dumb brute injure• itself Curtiss two milroad bridges on the tucky avenue, where the brick street dently torn from a tower register. sword toward the bellman's sleeve.
"He
do we not, as an act oi mercy, chlo- Pardee and Curtin Lumber com- now ends, up Second to Washing- Across the top of the page stood forth died—but unhappily. I, the man of
roform or shoot it?" 'he asked.
pany's road were washed out. The ton, and then pave Washington from In letters bolder than the rest the title Charles, crushed his fingers one by one
Late Two Prformances of the
"Why thould we not extend to the loss es many thousand dollars.. At Third to First. Along those three "Ghent." Then followed this strange until he swooned from lose of blood."
human what we give to the brute. I Curtin also a barbershop, with all its blocks flourish big mercantile eetab- entry:
He laughed mockingly and threw his
April 11. 1540.—To Mr. Jacques Ban's, steel gauntlet into De Lannoy's face.
nwsell have seen a rekitive suffer fuenitute and tools, went down with liihments from whence much heavy
r, for having tortured twice
agony for three monbhi: and incessant the current, every duir remaining hauling is done. The streets down ekeeutione
De Lannoy took a quick step behind
Jean de Lannoy, beilringer, bl sou& To
ly pray for death to end the suffer- in its position. • Over twelve miles there have been the source of much Ms same for having executed, by dr,said one of the attendants and tore from
ings we could not relieve."
of the golly River & Addison rail- annoyance and trouble to the city Lasnoy, 410 moue For having thrown his his hands his short sword. With it he
cinders
the River Scheldt, 4 sous For disposed of the
servant from whom
The motion to reject was defeated road were completely washed away authorities in keeping them in re- pluckingInto
out the Tongue of Roland. 30 sous.
MATINEE today.
by a vote of eg to 23, and the bill between Holly Junction and Webster pair, as it seems improper drainage
The Tongue of Roland hung be- IL had been snatched, and turned upon
Tonight Will Be Presented
Springs. This company has given doe-s not carry away the water lett fore the mantel. • The flickering the herald. The wounded attendant
eas ordered to a second reading.
fell
to
the
mosaic pavement with a
The bill provides that any portion out notice that its train service is standing after a rainfall, hence the flames swung its long black shadow
groan. Like hungry tigers two other
of lawful age, of sound mind, who is temporarily discontinued..
thoroughfares are more or less in a tack and forth across the tiles.
And then a strange thing happened. fellows leaped upon the beilmans back
'fatally injured or is so ill of disease
The Smith Bros.' Pt-aping company very muddy and bad condition. It
A Farce Comedy
I fell into a waking slumber: I before he could make another move,
that recovery is impossible, or who of Patitersburg, suffered a heavy loss is believed that
by
paving Ulm
and
bore
him
to
the
ground.
is suffering great physical pain or to its plant and timber.
strict with brick this can be done dreamed of the Tongue of Roland, of
A leathern thong was wrapped
torture, may be treated by a physicA report that fifteen lives were away with and then in addition a the bishop's miter and the headman
BIG SPECIALTIES —
around
De Lannoy's wrists and twistax,
of
Jacques Barra and De Lannoy,
ian, not a relative or interested in lost was not confirmed. The total most excellent thoroughfare given
ed
taut
until
cruel
channels were
his or her estate, and in the presence money loss will run up into the mil- for -the vast amount of traffic going I caught a glimpse of the story of my
rusty black cudgel. Here is the tale: gouged into the unprotected skin.
of three witnesses be may ask the lions.
through that neighborhood..
"Now for the bell, men," Barra
•
•
•
•
Seats on sale at usuel hours at the
•
patient if he or she cared to be pet to
First street is becoming lined with
cried, pointing upward with his sword.
"I've
seen
pictures
like
it, John. It's
death according to the law.
wholesale houses again, while the Islands
by two intersecting streams "Tear out the clapper—and make short box office of The Kentucky.
Bride 65 and the Groom 7o.
Should the patient's answer be in
river front switch track for the I.
work of it."
the affirmative then three reputable
Memphis, Tenn., Jan. 24.—M r s. C. runs along that thoroughfare.
It was quickly done; Roland',
physician-. are to be called in, and if Mlsry.S. Holiand, aged about 65 year.; This means that great amounts of
HAVING LEASED OUR FOUNtongue hung upon a coupling which
they concur—that is, if they decide and hailing from) Kentucky, the land ,heavy -hauling is done over
TAIN TO
ene man could readily loosen.
this
that there is no dhance for recovery of perennial youth was married yes- highway also. The people down
Barra laughed again with the old
--then an anesthethic is administered terday to Robert Wheatley of Texas, there badly want it paved.
sneer. He book the hempen rope
until death enruew. No provision to who acknowledges to an even sevenwith which the beilman had been
The other street spoken of being
pay for this expert judgment appears ty summers. The wedding occurred reconstructed this year it North
wont to ring his bell, and, deftly runin the county court clerk's office, and Fifth from Jefferson
in the bill.
ning up the ladder In the wall, fasto Trimble
both parties came from a distance to etreet, giving a good
tened it to the coupling in the heart HE HAS SUPPLIED
outlet from the
IT WITH
inert here and have the nuptial knot business section to the I.
TO DISCONTINUE
of Roland from whet the clapper had
C. freight
EVERYT
HING
NECESS
ARY FOR
rwung.
depot at Sixdfi and Campbell streets.
RURAL ROUTES. tied. They left at once for Texas.
FIRST-C
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SERVIC
E.
CALL
Then
he dropped the coil. It fell
These with other thoroughfares
dtreetly in De Lanuoy's upturned face AND SEE
When Patronage Is Too Small and
Cemetery Sexton.
Pre neentlioned ?for reoolnetz uiction,
The beliman groaned in anticipation
Cannot in Some Way Be Im. Mr. John Porteous, the tomb but 'the question will not be fully
of
hie fate.
proved.
decided
for a few weeks yet.
stone and marble dealer is acing sex
Barra kindled a fire In the corner of
ton for Oak Grove iremeitery, filing
the tower. He broke We chairs and
Washington, Jan. 24.—Ill replying the place made vacant by
COMPRESS
the death NORFOLK
table, feeding their kindling Into the
to num/entre inepsiries, Fourth Assist- of his uncle. Mr. William
Porteous,
tiames. Into the heart of the blaze he
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
AND
MUCH
COTTON
ant Postmaster-General MeGnew has several days ago, and who
was buried
thrust the heavy end of the bell clapindicated dee purposes of the depart- yesterday.
TEL. 756
Destruction by Fire—Loss Saso,000
per. In silence he watched it for sevment in connection with an inspecIt is more than probable that Mr.
eral moments. De Laanoy in a frenzy
-2-One Life Believed to Be Lost.
tion of rural free delivery routes Jorn Porteous will
be chosen sexton
cursed him once. Barra only laughed
which is in progress with a view to of the place, as he has
been assisting
and drew the iron tongue from the
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divine.
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crime, and being told said he had
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Confederacy
the
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Daughters
The English ekctions continue.
fact. There is no question of the
ing tower"' securing an appropria- the officer under the impression theft
contests
close
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the
'however
They
arights of. the board in the premises,
He
tin Orlanere itnerthe Shrtilanits on tion -from the state legislature for his reason has been restored.
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tith& power being...a right granted beFebruary 7th. Wednesday the results construrtion of monuments, at Shiloh seethed deeply interested in
after
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yond a doubt.
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of the contests
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itio .to he Sent to being Cared for by good people Of
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Biggest Stock

Lowist Prices

Satistacto Otiarantood

- Paducah's Only Exclusive Furniture Dealers

:The Paducah Furniture Manufacturing Co.
BOTH PHONES 72

SALES ROOMS 114-116-207-213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.

•
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TANNER SOAKED BIG JUDGMENT

--Noreeeee
insurance company paid some money
on a pokicy the Simpacsn's boys father
carried, in the conaliany. A brother
of the father got the money, and now
Renick sues to recovee it for the boy.

DON'T LOSE AN OPPORTUNITY

GOT Ir FOR Sy, FOR CARRY- GIVEN IN CASE OF GREF•NtEA
AGAINST STREET RAILING A WEAPON CON.
WAY.
CEA-LED. I

TO TRY OUR

.

Notice to Farmers.
All farmer; who intend to raise
eking
tomatoes for the Paducah Picompany shotild call at the factory
on January 30 os
The Warrant Dismissed Charging Other Damage Suits Are Down tor
Trial to Be Tried Today—
Gene Robinson With Stealing
Card of Thanks.
Orden Yesterday, Etc.
Mate Kennedy's Coat.
Our deep and heartfelt thanks arise
to those who were No kind and con
siderate
of us during our recent beYesterday in the circuit court the
oYesterday morning in the police
that deprived us of our
reavement
to
;Snob
court there was partially ,eired tbe jury gave a judgment for
Goldie Mae. may the
child,
darling
troubk between George W. Tanner plaintiff in the big $3o,000 damage band of Providence deal kitedly with
of
administrator
and E. W. Benton, the two negro suit oi 1. P. Pierce,
Padu- all, is our prayer.
professors, the latter of whom is Mlakolm Greenlee, against the
B. HARRY PIXLER & FAMILY.
Hendrick,
company.
principal for the colored public cah Traction
winning
the
on
were
litarble
&
Miller
selexils home the forme' i*ç4, a be
The Ramsey society, Broadway Mo.
aide, and Charley Wheeler, a lawyer
•V
connected with the stliodis..
Church, will have for sale most
E.
Tanner was up on the charge of of here, on the losing side.
deticioese cakes, pies and candy et
was
It is understood the verdict
carrying concealed weapons and
L. B. Ogihrie's next Saturday.
a
a compromise one many of the
on a charge of presenting a spistolrt
to
Benton. For carrying concealed a jurors wanting to give much more
Claim Notice.
weapon charge be was fined $50 and the plaintiff, but al% could not agree
All parties holding claims against
was
costs, whik; the other charge is not to those figures, and the $5,000
the estate of Emily Graham, are diyet finished Benton kr charged with decided on.
rected to present them to the undermaliciously assaulting Tanner and
1Greenlea is the young conductor signed, properly certified to, else
-ea
after part of the evidence was beard Wth0 got caught ,betateen the two they will be barred, according ito
in this instance, the case was left CTRS at First and Broadway several
ttr===========tWilt.11===ttatntnnette
INEMINIMMBINOMMOIN
CHAS T.- GRAHAM, Adm'r.
over until today and Benton put months ago, and his leg .injured in
. under $5oo bond,
such a manner that he died late that Ten Per Ceat Broadway Investment,
The testimony showed that Benton afternoon in Riverside hospitat where
For $3,500 we offer a 3-story brick
net Tanner about Seventh and Jack- he was carried. While he was be- business building between First and
sim streets and wanted Tanner to tween two cars, a third rolled up and Second, street, lot 18x65, that will pay
sign a written retraction of'things bumping against one, pushed it back permanently to per cent net on the
said about Benton. This was refused against the other, and caught his
investment. Ncihing better in Paand trouble coma/caned. Jack Jones leg.
ducah than this for a safe business
was chirged with taking part in the
There was withdrawn at plaintiff's building investment.
A SPECIAL EDITION OF THE "CLANSMAN," HISTORY OF
dismissed
was
rarrant
this
scrap, but
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
instance after all the testimony bad
Whittemore Real estate Agency.
THE PLAY, ETO., AT '50c.
as it was. shown he only parted the been taken the suit of J. Wes,Troutbest cure for chapped face lips
Fraocnity building. Both phones 835
ALL THE NEWEST AND BEST IN FICTION AT CUT RATE
n.
man, administrator of John Quire3,
and hands. Wintry wine dr/
PRICE.
Xliere was dismissed by the court against the I bbnoss Central naikosel.
Capt. E. R. Dutt will today return
DON'T FORGET THAT WE ARE "HEADQUARTERS" FOP.
the
natural
moisture
up
the warrant charging. Gene Robinson. Markie Worten represented the plainto Brookport where he is loading for
SHEET MUSIC. WE HAVE EVERYTHING THAT IS NEW.
oc Ow. sl&33 _ Henry's Aseptic
colored crith stealing the coat of tiff. and probably anticipating a verthe many carloads of'tieresehipment
nk Kenney, of the steamer dict against him had- the action withMak
Cream is a skin food that sup-he has going North.
Itattanoogs.
'City
plies just thetright blood moistdrawn. Squirts was killed by the
ure that is needed to make your
side door of a freight car *jolting
chapped skin soft and pliable.
off a train that was passing,' while
Made of the purest ingredients,
he and other section men were standis neither sticky nor greasy.
it
train
ing beside the track to let the
get by them, eight miles from this
city on the Louisville division of the
CITY ENGINEERWASHINGTON road._ Worten sued the road for ADDIE MERRITT SAYS THEY
at his Optical Parlors has a larg3 c1.43play
GRATE AFTER THIRTY
AGAIN URGES ITS CONSeem for the estate of Squires, anti
YEARS.
STRUCTION.
'yesterday korifrig the action 'swats
of the
•••
•
taken tip, and all testimony given,
when Worten decided to withdraw
DRUGGIST
It Will Save the City Many Thou- the litigation, and accordingly hail J. Edward Morgan Appeals Action
Where Mrs. Crockett Seeks for
sands of Dallars in the Longthis dime.
SIXTH AND BRINIIDWAY
Possession of Property.
Run, He Says.
Continuances were given the suits
prices ranging from $15 to $100.•
of Bessie- CYBrien against Fannie
TELEPHONE 63.
Walker and Lama Brame. Plaintiff
After nearly thirty years of married
City Eegineer Washington is de- claims the other slandered her.
Lawyer Graves filed an amended life Addie Merritt finds, it impossible
termined to again this year lay before the city legislative boards di re-port as guardian ad litem in rhe to longer reside with her lutsband.
I! A BEAUT REMEMBER I AM THEFIRST MAN TO PUT
necessity of having storm sewerag action where Millie Chiles seeks to L. D. Nlerritt,,,and yesterday she reof
THE PRICES DOWN ON RECORD.
estate
the
of
MY PRICES ARE:
sorted to the circuit by instituting a
rut down before re-constructing any recover her portinn
Chiles.
B.
T.
her
husband
lawlate
her
through
divorce
for
petition
this
urged
more streeti. lie has
A continuance was given in the yers, Taylor & Lucas. The family
very foroefulle from an expect enof Tinnie Waters against residies at 417 South Eighth street
litigation
but
heretofore,
gineering standpoint
the wiseacres have always thought the Wiestern Union Telegraph com- and the wife in her petition recities
THESE ARE ALL NEW RECORM, BRAND T'EIV FROM 'VIE
fact of their marriage in Christian
they knew more- ab(nit the proposi- pany.
MY BUSINESS HAS BEEN INCRE? SED SO. RAPFACTORY.
An order was issued for the per- county, near Hoplcitraville, on Decemtion than the engineer and have paid
I
IDLY
HAVE
HAD
TO OPEN A N EXTRA PARLOR TO
semi attendance of witnesses nrded ber 26th, 1876. They froved to this
no attention to him
against
Givens
eu
PLAY
suit
THIS
Sam
thei
of
that
LINE.
claims
Ilhe
city during t8oi and
Wlbile Speaking along this line Mr...
- •
Lot a number of years( past her husWashington said that no storm sera- Minnie Gridley.
I
REPAIR
HANDLE
TO
VICTOR
BROKEN
EVERYTHING
the
settled
as
dismissed
was
and
her,
There
to
cruel
band has -been very
° cr9 went down underneath Third
MACHINES. COME TO ME WITH YOUR TROUBLES
street When it was re-constructed damage siuit of M. E. Knight against made life unbearable, and that finally
company. on lase lksildsky she was compelled to Not a drink, but a seasonable prep- YOUR MACHINES AND I WILL GIVE YOU ALL INFORMATION
from Kentucky to Broad, and that , the Paducah Traction
40'
now if the city ever wants to put Plaintiff sued for personal Injuries, leave their home and go to the resi- aration especially adapted for coughs HOW TO CLEAN AND FIX' THEM.
ALL 'INFORMATION
down thrift mains, that carry off the and the company settled the matter, dence of their son,.to protect .herself and colds accompanied by fever as in ABOUT OUR MACHINES GRATIS,
surface rainwater, they will have to seeing it would lose. The company's from the wrath of her husband.
La Gripp, etc.
In addition to the divorce she asks
WHEN YOU BUY RECORDS FROM ME YOU DON'T BUY
. A
tear up Third from, one end to the lawyer is Charley Wheeler.
that she, be awarded possession of
other before the piping can be gotten
PIG
IN
A
IF
AND
PLAYED
HEAR
EVERY ONE
BAG—YOU
Very Palatable.
Today's Docket.
two 'hotres and lots en South Eighth,
-underneath the ground, and this
NOT
YOU
BUY.
SATISFACTORY
NEEDN'T
and $1• Bottles.
Today's docket is as follows: and whiclh are in her name. She also
would cost twice as much as to 'have
LaunI
Paducah
in
VA.
VERY
CARRY
A
LARGE
OF NEEDLES—
.defendant
Woodward
Gray
ASSORTMENT
of
farm
the
attache,
originally.
laid the sewers
THE VERY FINEST VICTOR'S AND OTHER MAKES, WHICH I
At present the city has got storm dry ctimpsny; J. F./ Nicholson vs. Christian county for the maintenance
newt* underneath Broadway from Metropolitan Life Insurance com- and costs. 'The couple have raised a
FURNISH TO MY CUSTOMMERS, GIVI110 THEM THE PROFITS
First to Ninth, Jefferson from Fifth pany; Emma Rose vs. Paducah Rail- family regrown children, they being
ON
MY NEEDLES.
y-company; G. T. Renick% guard- patent* of young Printo Merritt, the
DRUG STORES.
to First, Kentucky avenue from
r.
vs.
Simpson,
while
Howard
fall
Henry
lam
tad accidentally killed
MY VICTOR TALKING MACHINE PARLORS ARE
tr6stirth to First, Second, Third, ian
OPEN
Jackson
Sta.
&
337
phone
out 'hulling in the Clark's river secFourth arid Fifth from, Jefferson to Mhitottal Life Insurance company.
FROM T P. M. TO 9 P. M.
&
Sta.,
Clay
phone
311.
Gray Woodward is the collared boy tion with other boys looking for
Kentucky avenue, but this is all. The
bulance of the- town has no sewers of who stepped behind the laundry at poasomai one night.
this nature, and the engineer thinks Fifth %ad jeffeeson streets one night
Traverse 'Taken.
a across" mistake is being Made when about 9 o'clock, and fell into the
• this important deature of progressive: open vat filled with scalding water
An appeal was yesterday taken to
nesis and sanitation are over looked. that fearfully burned &dna He claims
court from, the court oi Juscircuit
vat
the
left
riiople
laundry
the
that
also
negligence
It is e very costly
Burnett, wherein Mrs. May
John
tice
aegligerroe.
and the •engineer wants the storm uncovered througts
J. Edward Morgan for
Crockett
sues
MetropoliIf you want y.ur ctotbes cleaned,
the
Nicholacm
F.
J.
brick
any
of
ahead
SC W &IS put down
/444,01.
property on- South dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
'of
possession
,
1 3"
1
"!_''''•1•71! .
for
company
Instiratitt
9
7
paving work, so that there will be no tan Life
Fifth near Jackson street. The plain- Ron 329 South Third Street. I have
servkes
for
him
due
money
claimed
rethe
to
us,
tear
ereafter
occasion ,h
claims the property is hers, but the nicest line cf samples for tints
constrikted thoroughfares fuel tile he performed for them as agent here. tiff
'wrongfully by defendant. In the city. Suits made to order.
retained
Emma. Rose Stle9 the street tar
sole putolvae of installing the system.
company for damages on account of Who is ber brother-in-law. Justice
of
injuries she received. At the last 131or n ett geati*d her possessioil
FINED FOR ORDER
term of court she got $Csoo damages, the ground, hitt Morgan nomi appe-al
SOLICITING. but the judge granted defendant a teethe circuit tribunal.
new trial, that now conies up. The
iterney General 'N. B. IIJys, it
Judge Gardner, of Mayfield, Renders plaintiff was preparing to step from
• EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
New Local Option Decisien
far at Sixth and Mechem streets, i:; said, will shortly announce his Cali
a
6THROAT.
We Write Anything in insu.canot)
nomination
derniacnatie
dangling
from the didacy for the
The, rope -was
Rooms 3 and 4,
Residence,
and
Office
'edge Gard:pee of the Mayfield tiolle3i, and tied to the back platform for governor of Kentucky,
—4*
Phones:Offir Officer.306 Broadway
Columbia Building
city court. ohaa renelertel a new de- of the car. It tbenalooped dawn be'Phone eati—Red.
cisive as to Whisky selling in that'side thy step and as the plaintiff was
House at $sso.
plate. A few days since he had peeparing to alight atoll the car she
New 3-10010 Salem avcrnie house,
before him Lee Adair, who was charg stepped, atorele the rope and could 2 minutes' ewalk front car line, rents
(el with seeping better in that town not get off before the car started. for $7...pce•month. Pays T5 per 'cent.
Whittemore Real egolate Agency,
by. ol-akinaaJoliders which ha after- To prevent herself frimi being thrown
wards filled. The ..jitalg•e ruled that down, ate grabbed, the handle of the Fraternity building. Both phones 835.
Sold at
he was guilty under the local option platform, and was, holding on while
Vic Chita Huy, widow of John
law and irrsikructed the jury. which 'being dragged behind the Tar:- -FinGray's Buffet,
1
Palmer House Bar,
was *klieg in The case to find him so ally thesinotorman heard hoer screams Hay, has received a memorial adL. A. Lagotnarsieo.
'and the jury aeseseed_a fine of Vice I and *topped, hut not before she was (trees signed !by 2.363 jews id
America and Great Britain commendIt is likely the ease will he appealed. I badly hurt.
G. T. Renick is guardian of henry ing the services of the kite secreThe 'decision put a new pliaee t orSubscribe for the Daily Register.
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of the
He-brew people,
, '•
Howard Simpson aed says rile life tary in behalf .
der aciiciting ih May-field.
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2.00 SHOES

ALL STYLES

We

mir•Repailing

ALL LEATHERS
EVERY PAIR. WANI<ITED

Lendler & Lydon

Phone 675.

Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps

309 Broadway.

Books Usually
I
Sold at . .
Fine Selection of Copyright Novels
at a Remarkably Low Pricri---

$1.50 at 50c

HARBOUR'S BOOK DEPT.

MARITAL BONDS

tiORII_ SEWER

DON GILBLRTO

J. H. Oehlschlaeoer

-

Victor Talking Machines
The Victer. for $22.00

Rack, Rye
and Honey
Compound

7-inch, 35c

10-inch, 60c

12-inch, $1.00

win{

50e

BACON'S

7th

Paducah
Steam Dye Wueks

The Victor Talking Machine Man,

DON GILBERTO

606 S. Fourth St., Cor. Jackson,

PADUCAH, KY

L. L. BEBOUT •

l

re Childress

PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER

General Insurance Agency'--

GENERAL INSUKANCE
116 Fratc,

Office Phone, 484-A
Posidence Phone, 323
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'VERY GENERCIJS MARGIN.
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See the maid.
GETTING BACK TO. NATURE
State of Affairs.
Dealer in„Historical elica Who Kne
NOT ALWAr BEAUTIFUL.
She is fleeing in anger and mortlfia"Your, police and ere departme
w
nts
How to C
French Pew...tint Who Had
t•
teen to her own room.
uct the
seem
to
hold
each
othe
His Own
c In eppreme Models for Artists Are
in Many
Her dearest friend has been talki
Idea of France's Principa
Business.
contempt." observed the visitor
ng
in
l
Cases Quite Than of
about her—has told somebody that
Plunkville,
she
Dang
er.
The man who likes to look in shop das a sharp ecise and
Feature.
"Well, yea; there is- a little feeli
- --a muddy comng
'windows stopped at the sight
The French peasant who,
of that sort," acknowledged
of a plexion—and the somebody has told
since
the
the
na"One of the most preposterous ideas
Urge pitcher in the center of a colie
days of the revolution, has
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regarding the pay
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a kind of Walled garden,
on got robbed about a month
down the
,
of models and their physical attracbraes candlesticks and img skillets, blinds, throws herself on her bed,
and is still closely in touch with nature, ago and a week later our Are engine tiven
ess," Mr. Robert Bringiburst says.
relates teeth's Companion.
weeps, and
eeps, and weeps, and and, in spite of agitators and
politi- house burned down."—Chitago Sun.
"In this cluntry a majority of the
The pitcher was adorned with a eeeps, all ahem.
cians, his presence in the
'suffrage, to
models are employed in art schools
Yet they say misery loves company! which he brings the
bead of George Washington, decidedly
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field
s, =kiss for national'
Pounden-Thump—You're not •
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ing, drawing or modeling, and for
aide of this treasure stood a placard
health. In proof of this,
says Youth's music lover, I'm afraid.
purposes of instruction any figure is
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What He Said.
Companion, Is a little scene repr
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,
Foote-Innit — Indeed I am, good
oduced
enough.
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. "One of the five genuine George
y one
e of the authors of "Ske
tches on, What makes you think I'm not?
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Washington pitchers, known to be 140 said the editor as the poet entered the , e Old Road Through
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.—I
thought you looked and paint
France to
, study anatomy and proporsanctum. "Some more of your blan
years old."
lorence."
bored while I was playing.
k
tion, just as well from a homely
Preparing for one of his frequent verse, I supponi?"
Between Argentan and Alen
Mr.
may
have
looked bored, model as from
con the
(We use the word "blank" that we writer fell to conv
one that is surpassingtpleasures, the gentleman _atpped into
"Florida Limited"—Leaving
ersing with a peas- but I do love music. — Cleveland ly beaut
Louisiful. There is no need of ville
elle antique shop and accosted the may not shock aur readers by repeating ant who;'with immense
et 8 a. m. daily connect.
patience, was Leader,
at
the
latte
r
at
all.
the
real
If one presents her- Danvible, Ky.,
dealer.
expreasionth made use of by engaged in stirring the
with solid train of
earth with
self, all well and good, but de the
"Now, see here," he said, agreeably, the unfeeling editor.) — Cleveland vigor into harvests. He also
Pullman sleepers
Rejoicing.
professed
and- vestibuled
schools and instructors are entirely
that George Washington pitcher is Leader.
I sat behind a theater hat,
himself interested in politics and
coaches via Chattanooga and
ecoAtlanta,
inde
pend
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And as I heard the way
in their needs she -must arriv
dated too far back. A hundred and
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that
tibrtY years ago people weren't malting
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rules ter all In this class, which is m. and St. Augustine so a. m, next
"Say, boss." said the ragged indiGeorge Washington pitchers. They
"There is only see thing," the peas—Puck.
Dining car
generally not more than a dollar for day, without change.
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As the
' answered the well- to fear."
going to be the Father of His Coun"Florida Special"—Leaving
work is, after all, only unskilled labor,
Louisgroomed one, _
try. You must be more careful."
"You mean," said the writer, "this
['eve I may say that
ville
7:45 a ni.. carries observation
It is an exceptionally good rats of pay
religious question—the dispute
"I am the most particlar man in lam."
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at that. What obtains here also ob- sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis"Dat's wot I wuz afraid of. Kin yer church and pope?''
this business," said the old dealer, with
tains for more than half the model ville to St. Augustine, without
"No, I don't mean that."
dignity. "The man that I bought that pat me wise to some common gent that
work abroad, yet the 'seance person change via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
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another German war"
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I
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, water-tube of the motor bruit and the
place. See that spring in the ankles? spectfully addressed as `Gen. Sale.'" upon him.
SHE OWNED A PIANO.
aor Fraternity Building.
unlucky engine came to a complete
That's made by the leather tendons.
Old Phone 498 Red; New Phone 32.
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atandstill barely 200 yards from the But Possession of /t Did Not Weigh If you saw one on a
man you could THE MOUSE IN THE AUTO.
his coronation thousands of his poorScene of the original fire!
Against Her Chances
not tell the difference:
Then the
Another story of a strange chapter
for Belief.
whole thing is covered over with fine Description of a Trap That Gives the er subjects were crushed to death on
of lire accidents comes from CavanaCaptive a Ride After It Is
Khudyuskoi Plain. On that plain
pink enamel. Looks natural enough,
caw, in Armagh. A dog, running into
A little girl at a recent Christmas don't it?" At this juncture a rap came
Caught.
came what many regarded as the fatal
.. a farm sitting room, barked at a cat. entertainment in one of the college set at the door, apd a big man, six feet
evidence of the ill luck which pursues
and puss, terrified, sprung on a table, tit meats talked grandly to visitors four, weighing nearly 300 pounds, enNow It is an automobile mousetrap and makes his life woeful.' Just beSpsetting a lighted lamp.
about "our piano." Pieces played on tered. He looked smiliegly complais- It is made of perforated tin and bast
The burning oil saturated the poor the piano to amuse the children evi ant as he lighted a cigarette and shook three wheels. The wheel in front is fore his accesiion he had become betrothed to the Princess Allx of Hesse.
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
beast's fur and, maddened by pain, dently brought the subject to het hands with the leg mkker.
several inches in diameter and resemThis, too, was outside his reckoaing. 523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
she dashed around the room, which mind, relates the New York Sun.
"Can you rush an order for me, bles the wheel in a squirrel cage,
New Phone 490.
Gossip had it that he didn't want to
was already in a blaze, sprang through
One very practical w.nndn who con double quick?" he asked. "I've come says the New York Sun.
the window and rushed into the stack- tributes much to the support of the through a tough fight," he went on.
When the mouse has entered the marry a German princess and that the SPECIALTIES:
settlement heard the child's remarks "You know I always travel with a trap and taken the bait, thus closing Princess Helene d'Orleans, daughter
yard.
Abstracting of Titles,
"It seems to me," she said, ranee bunch of legs and coming up this way the door behind him, a little passage the Comte de Paris, was very much
Rick after rick was fired by this
Insurance, Corporation and
living torch until the whole place censoriously to the head worker, "that from New Orleans the Pullman car leads him to the big wheel in front admired by bins
Real tstate Law.
was alight and very serious damage a child whose family owns a piano was burned and all four of my legs Here an ingenious arrangement allows
Ill luck seemed to pursue him in his
was done. The farmer's son, too, was Isn't really suffering for need of help were lost I only saved the one I had him to get in but prevents his getting
married life. For a time it seemed
badly burned in his efforts to extin- There are plenty who are really is on, and now you've got to get to work out of the big wheel once he has enas
though his wife _would. bear him
I
don't
think
it
right
to
and
need,
guish the flames.
to make another set for me double tered.
A London gas works was once the exclude them in favor of one who quick." With an air of languor and
In his efforts to escape the mouse nothing but daughters and no heir to
—DENTIST—
scene of a curious fatal Are accident. owns a piano."
ease the big man stood to have himself sets the big wheel to whirling. This the throne. In 1895 she gave birth to
Truehart
Seeking out the child, the bead measured.
A holler full of molten tar gave way
rests on the floor and acts like the the girl christened Olga; two years
and. its contents catching fire from worker questioned her closely.
"Do you know who he is?" ques- driving wheel of a locomotive. In a after to the one named Tatiana; two
"Did you say you had a piano at tioned he of the leg trade, after the minute the mouse is spinning about years later to Marie, then in 1901 to
• ehe furnsce, spread in a tide of flame
r
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,
down the sloping floor of the sulphate yoar homes?" she asked.
ponderous man had gone. "Well, he the floor.
Anatania.
"Yes, indeed." responded the child, is the son of one of tire richest women
Just why it should be thought adfOotn.
Meantime the czar and the people
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window had iron bars and before
ple to cart their legs around in, but the little novelty has attracted a
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these cbuld be removed the ladder meat workers brain.
he's got fine leather cases with his deal of attention and hence sales have be said to have turned.
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"And how large is your piano-11$ name engraved upon them.
been frequent.
burnt through and the poor man tell
However much a liberal at heart, the New Phone 114
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"Do many of them go in on such a
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that
best accounts agree
Every one will remember the great in the room.
wholesale plan?" was queried of the WATERSPOUT IN THE ALPS. up his inherited • authority first with
weenty
teenty
mine
is
a
"Oh. no,
leg maker.
Baltimore fire, the most terrible condistaste, and then with the firm purflagration of 1904. After this was ex- hit of a one, just about so higb," and
"Heaps of thene" he replied. lacon- Startling Phenomenon Recently Witpose of continuing his father's polimess
little
girl
leanedsclown
and
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nessed in One of the Mounically. "Some of them can do anytinguished there was naturally great
cies. He kept his father's counsellors.
Residence.
tain Lakes.
'anxiety among the proprietors of the tired a distance of 12 or 15 inches thing with 'em. There's one you
declared he would uphold the le
and
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from
man In this city who belongs
a
burned buildings to know bow the
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It tursed out to be a child's piano, glee club and they tell me he's t
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dancer of Irish jigs in the to n. He
fared.
was a good dancer before
lost his nessed and fortunately photographed, biedonostseff was obliged to retire. MuMost extraordinary were the finds. year previously.
leg, and he's all right y . No; we on the afternoon of June 19 last. Th3 ravieff was taken from him by sudden
In one jewelry had been melted, while
a box of matches was Intact, and a TOWN SAVED BY FOREST. have no lady .attenda . We ought phenomenon appeared at a little after death. M. de Plehve, his baleful miniaIn have. though. W • t's the reason? four o'clock. in the middle of the Lake
silk handkerchief was not even disinterior, a Muscovite grand
There • Have Been Instances Wherein Oh, because there is not one woman of Zug, which lies at the foot of the ter of the
colored.
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in Philadelphia that I can find who Rigi. Observers at Felsenegg saw a
One of, the most disastrous fires
Duke Serthe
Grand
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beloved
best
the Work.
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knows the trade. Pity, too, because vaporous cone form in the lower part
of late years was thaeich followed
was blown to pieces by a bomb.
bffice hours 8 to to a. m., i to 3
there's money in it. A good leg maker of the clouds banging over the hilts. gius,
a chemical explosion
driestieitn. in
Baby forests are some of Uncle ought to make at least $25 per week. while at the setup time the water di- His governor of Finland was strucl
Germany. The explosive' took place in
p, m. and 7 to 9 p.
Sam's
pets. Successful forest planting , "There are six or seven men in pub- rectly beneath began to wrinkle In a down.
Oithe Griesheim Electron factory, and.
has been done for some time in Nebras lic
culler manner. Then a fiaamirg
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lif . well known, who wear and
Death has threatened his own person
lilmost simultaneously the whole
lot, and sow a new nursery is being del
limbs. None but their intimate ha in, with high, whirling walls of rainy times. In Italy, in 1903, a man
building was in flames.
California near Santa Bar- fr nds and families know it, however. water, some 30 feet in diameter. named Goertz was apprehended in time
Fire engines cents galloping up, but planted in
bara.
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of trees suited to the cif, One young lady in Philadelphia who formed in the cater of the lake. A
as they approached the men were
to spoil a plot of assassinatitne
mate there will be grown and in sibcut led a number of dances last winter huge jet of water leaped upward
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two years the seedlings will be ready has an artificial leg. It is easy to while the cloudy cone descended from An
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at
state
to
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It) be transplanted to their permaneir waltz with one after you teem how to above until a funnel was formed concheapest and hest
If shot, and, meanwhile, the blaze inace of Tsarskoe-Selo in the uni- et company—the
locations. The upper water shed of use them.
necting the lake withthe clouds.
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of
excursion
the
gensuperior
officer
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the Santa Ynez river now is quite base
"Oh, yes, artifiefal leg making is the height of the funnel was estimated a: form of a
even crossing the river into the vilor sparsely covered with chaparral. thing for me," concluded the leg mak- from 4,0)0 to 5.000 feet. The entire darmerie and was discovered, with
lage of Schwanhelm. What had hap.
Th:s is the water shed which suppliea er. "I started out as a fine carpen*.er, phenomenon traveled southeastware bombs in his pockets, just in time. A
tweed was this:
the town of Battik Barbara with water, doing up banks and public buildings, with a high wind, and lasted about 21 girl student, Mlle. Merezhevsky, was
The sudden mixture of vats of difand it will be the first scene of attempt ahd one daey I went into a place in New minutes.
frustrated in an attempt to kill him at
ferent chemicals under inten
.
tsf heat
at reforesting. Good forest growth is York to ostler an artificial limb for a
the spring review in 1904.
had tilled the air with adgas of so
eiesentlal both to preserve the water friend in dist s. The maker was a
Rivers Under DeOrts.
When, last January, with his court
terribly poisonous a nature that those
and to avoid the washing down of silt
The desert places are flowing with the czar was ending the ceremony of
. He sized me
who came within its 4eit?
Tine
influence If unchecked this would ruin the res- doctor, strange to
and in a short rivers. The great Sahara, to the sotett
were etiffocatod at
Fiftdr-one ervoir. The enterprise is one phase et up and I sized him up,
blessing the water of the river Neva,
time I was under contract to work of Alger:a, is deriving great benefits as
It is a trip of pleasure. comfort
dead and three times that number In
the national endeavor to induce and to for him. They can't steal our patents, the outcome of a government irriga- ft shrapnel from a battery which was
jured was the result of that terrible
and rest; gdod service; g
table,
near
exploded
the
salute
royal
firing
a
conserve the rainfall as well as to dis- either, for it's as hard to make an ar- tion mission, which has been intrust,• tire.
e each
tribute the resulting water by inc irri ttflcial limb without years of learning with the task of boring for water ai pavilion, killing one man and ,wound- good rooms, etc. Boats
•
gation work. Italian irrigation has as It 'would be for some tinhorn maker considerable depths. In many paro= lug others.
Wednesday aid Saturday
5 p.
Japan's Obligations.
been termed the most economical in to produce a Stradivarius."
abundant springs have been met whice
He completed the Siberian railway, For other information
apply to jait.
The western pckers are not models utilising water supply, and the most
rise to the surface and enable cultiva- U his father desired. in order to cote
Koger, superintendent; Frank L.
of scrupulous justice toward each oth highly developed system of administion of land which has long bees! mandate Russian power in Asia and
The Emir's Capital.
Brown, agent.
a er and toward weaker nations, but trative control. India's system is wild
reacie
of
the
borings
waste.
Some
may
It le reported that the emir of Afextend the Russian trade, industry
,i such an offense as Japan would com- to illustrate examples of irrigation on ghanistan contemplates the removal of a depth of from 1,650 feet to close uper
commerce. But this railway was one
mit in supporting, or even permitting, the largest scale, and America's Agfa.; his capital"' to a more northern site, 2,000 feet. Already ills pcssible
the causes that brought about the
of
the
most
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deevlopment.
If she could prevent, the driving of
owing to the energetic way in which certain of the palm groves in the (mess unlucky war with Japan.
the occidentals from China would certhe present emir and his Immediate th get double the water formerly\avall
The ineffectiveness of his numerous
tainly be looked on as unpardonable
Buffalo in New York.
predecessor have been manufacturing able.
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reforms and attempts at conciliation —
For one thing, at the very start, says
New York city hes in its zoological guns and
machinery the country
peasants'
indebtedness,
the New York Times, it would snap garden a herd of 35 bisons, survivors eround Kabul has been denuded to such
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the .alliance with Great Britain. The of the herds that once trampled the an extent that fuel is now unobtainlIngles that "sounded the charge of ttenings of altars of the Old Faith to
British government would be forced plains. Fifteen have been offered to able. So great are the straits to which the Light Brigade at'lialselava" are Undisturbed worship, decrees
./ of rellgi- Residence Ice
ass
to regard such an offense not Merely the United States government as a the emir is reduced, by the want of as common in England as the original cue freedom to all, conceselons to the
failure in friendlinesw but as an gift. The plan is to put them in the wood that it is imperative that a new cherry trees that George Waehtngton
Jews. abolitions of flogging and Sict of flagrantly hostile import. And Wichita Forest reserve. Mentes do not rite should he obtained, and this will diel not. cut down are in Atnerica. Now
exile—the failure of theSe VneI •
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•
,
day, matinee and night, a play deal- the personal assets of Frank G. BigeWadsworth
Improveznent
Company
Ca3ro-33.9,6r ising.
ing with the life of our Lord. The low, former president of the First
Eleeted Officers and Directors
ICh1ttanooga—17.4, rising.
lay is called "The Holy Oty," and National bank, now serving a ten—Good
Building
SpelL
Cincinnati-23.2, falling.
is by Clarence Bennett, ajotirnalist. year term at Fort Leavenworth for
Evansville-25.o, rising,
embezzling $t.50o,000, netted $41.24o
It is is blank -verse.
FINE OLD WINNE! AND WHISKIES.
'Floren•ce-13.4, falling.
The principal charters: art3Lary yesterday. 'Three diamonds brought
Everything seasonable in das eatable line served to enlia. •
Johnsonville--ao.t, rising.
• Mr. L. 0. Stephenson, the well Magdalen; Barannao dasaribed .- as a
$455.
•
fins noonday bench for as cents.
Louisvil4e-8.6,
known undertaker of Mayfield, has Jewish patriot; Judas Iscariot, Judas
Peter Holbach, watchman at the
Carrnea—t6.5, rising.
bought an interest in the Paducah Pontius Pilate, Caiaphas, the high federal building, bought in t,too
•Nasieviiiiss-25.7, falling.
undertaking establishment of South priest; Peter and John,the disciples; shares of Franc% Creek Mining come
Pitteburg-16.o, falling.
.—.411•11
Third &avec near Kentucky avenue Lazarus and Zacharias, Elizabeth, puny -stock for $2, and fifty-first matDavie Island Dame-15.9, falling
in this- glagnesiet moves heree several mother of Jodie the tBaptist: King gage gold hoods of the 'erne comSt. Lottis-434 rising.
weeks ago and,started to .entier busi Herod and his daughter, the Prin., pany for $10a.'2.00rsconwnon sleeves of
Mt. Vernon-25.2, rising.
nests for hirnseli on the ground floor icess Salome and-twenty °User itnag the National Electric company for
Padecah-8.8, rising.
store room of the Empire flats at inary characters complete the taste. $65 arid put $26 in fefty shares of comBurnside-7.o, rising.
Seventh and Broadway, but haring There are five acts and a total dra- mon and preferred stock of the
Carthage-15.5, falang.
purchased an interest in the under- iatk personnae of forty people.
Bankers' Electric Protective comtaking establishment of Mr. Pool, The play is in five acts and very pany.
;bey have now associated themselves instructively presents incidents in the
Fred Vogel, Jr., who is Bigelow's
The as.teanter Kentacicy. came ?tit together under elie old firrn name-- life of Christ as told in the Bible, successor as president of the First
Mr. Stephenson is a very pro- The play in many regard, is a very National, and Arthur N. McGeogh,
Xepreseee river Ole morning
ot
au
rp, until 5 o'clock tomorrow giessive and ehergetic business ma* strong sermon, full of moral teach- son-in-law of the defaulter, were conatteiriaohiliefore skipping away On who built up a mammoth patronage ings, and is an elutdation of Christ's spicuous at the sale' and, together
in Mayfield, but the city being so life Which is in nobsise susceptible to with other welleknown men, did the
her return trip.
,Dick Fowler gets out for small end he divining to branch out just criticism. The play wins and heavier buying.
\l""4:31iIrt
.e
»shooing at 8 o'clock and intei larger fields, came here. He is merits applause and never fails to
a thorough undertaker of many years make a strong impression upon its
Comes back tonight about It.
The towboat Henrietta goes to the
The Joe Fowler comes in, this experience and is quite a valued ad- audiences. The c6nclission of every Tennessee river today after a tow of
morning from Evansville and gets dition to the local firm which al- act is most effective as a lesson to ties.
.,esirinasitamediately on her realm ready commands a very lucrative all.. There will and should be a
trip.
businessa
No definite word has yet been reHe made his home for large audience at each performance.
The got away yesterday for Ev- twenty years in Mayfield and the
ceived as to whether the Rees Let
has been gotten up yet at Tiptonansville the John S. HoPkins, which papers of that city speak very highEmerson.
Mary
ly of aim and deplore the loss of
will come back tomorrow.
In "Will '0 the Wisp" in which vale, Term., where she sank several
:The ;Bathos-if leaecis Nashville to- such a sterling business man.
Mary Emerson will be seen at The days ago.
'morrow and gets here Sunday.
Kentucky Wednesday matinee and
Of Padue-wh, Kentucky.
Improvement Company.
„aTite Steelier Lee leaves Memphis
night, Miss Emerson -has a role
this 'afternoon, and sets there Sunday - The Wadsworth Improvement corn which is very well adapted to 'her
Capital and Surplus $11515,000.i
Cr. route to Cincinnati in place of pany stockholders last evening held personality and attainments. '0W-ill POPULAR
WANTS
the Rees Lee wh;ch went to the bot- a -meeting for the purpose of choos- 0' the Wisp," like
His 'Majesty
tom at Tiptenvillc, in the Missitnippi ing their directors and officers. Mr. and the Maid," in which Miss EmerED P. NOBLE,PRES.
0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PEEL
river, where she is now being raised. Robert L. Reeves, was.ehosen, presi- son was seen for two seasons, was
WANTED—To rent room house,
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati on dent, John W. Keller, vice presi- written for her, and
N.
W.
VAN
CULIN
CASHIER
the author has with all modern improAttnents, cenWednesday and gets here Sunday dent; and Charles E. Jennings, sac- done Iris work
Transacts "all regular banking business.. Solicits your deposits,. Pays n
From her en- trallyaocated. Will pay good rent.
retara and treasurer. Vie board of trance in the first act,
hound for Memphis,.
to the last act Address X Y Z, this office.
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits" Safety boxes in Sala
directors chosen cousiat of Robert she gives a performance of the highL. Reeves, Ben Weille, John W. est rank, a perforinarke that places
proof vault for rent at $3 to Ito per year as to rase. You carry
your ova
FOR RENT—Ste-room cottage,
Keller, Frank M. Fisher and Chas. her 'among the best of our artists.
and
no
key
one
but
yourself
has
access.
1623
Broadway.
No.
Regat
Apply
E. Jennings. The company hand- Attired as a gypsy girl she makes
ister office.
les real estate.
her entrance followed by a mob af
villagers, who accuse her and 'her
FOR RENT—Rooms either furn- IM0444.04•44440000.041•4-4-1.4-4-44-1-1-a
Good Building Weather.
grandfather of theft. Her denun+++++++++++44444ib+4.0K0460
ished
or unfurnished, at The Inn on
The contractors over the city are ciation of the mob is but an indica- North Seventh street;
a
most
desiration
'of
the
stronger
work
to come
delighted sisals the pleasant weather
ble location. Apply Dr. J. G.
E
which prevails at present and which in the second arid third acts. Her Brooks.
comedy,
of
whieh
there
is much, is
has been existing generally throligh
Liver Capsules
the winter' months thie. far. Ordi- very delightful. A hard conscientFor Torpid Liver and Malaria.
FOR RENT Five room 'cottage
narily the had' spells come and go ious worker, always trying for ,the
every
week or ,two during the wineer, best, Miss Emerson has done rageeh No 209 South Fifth street, Feb. T.
WE HIM, OBTAINED FROM
to win a place in, the affections 'of LG. Orme.
MRS. BETTIE SOULE THE PRIV but things of this character have the theatre-goers,
been unusually pleasant thus afar
ILEGE TO MAKE AND SELL this year,
FOR SALE--At once, ti lot of up-and the contractors are
THOE WELL KNOWN AND EX- taking advantage of it and pushing
Went to Pieces.
to-date office furniture and typeMr. George Schuyler, of the "In writer. Telephone 1663.
CELLENT PREPARATIONS. AND
Old
Virginia". companyaarrived 'here
---NOW OFFER THEM IN THEIR
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates, yesterday to arrange for the tnoducFOR RENT—Secoulea floor apartORIGINAL FORM, AS INTROWater and Oil Colors,
iton of 'his play week after pext at ment of Rawleigh's, flit, at Sixth and
DUCED AND SOLD FOR YEARS
The Kentucky, but had beets here Clay streets. Posseesihn given FebMottos and Calanders
,
,
only a short while when he received ruary on.
BY THE LATE DR. NELSON
1
Framed right up to date in five min- a telegram
letna++4•414+44+feanelnatell4
from the company to
COULE. 25c EACH.
"
utes time at the
cancel the date as the troupe will, FOR RENT—Two rooms over
dispanii tomorrow up in Illinois, on Walker's drug store, formerly occuaccount of had business. It was a pied by Dr. Bradley.. 'Apply to D.
428 Broadway.
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